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Dark Matter
� Dark Matter:  

✦ ~85% of matter content in the 
Universe 

✦ Interacts gravitationally at all 
scales 

✦ Left its imprint in the CMB
Planck Collaboration: Cosmological parameters
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Fig. 1. The Planck 2015 temperature power spectrum. At multipoles ` � 30 we show the maximum likelihood frequency averaged
temperature spectrum computed from the Plik cross-half-mission likelihood with foreground and other nuisance parameters deter-
mined from the MCMC analysis of the base ⇤CDM cosmology. In the multipole range 2  `  29, we plot the power spectrum
estimates from the Commander component-separation algorithm computed over 94% of the sky. The best-fit base ⇤CDM theoretical
spectrum fitted to the Planck TT+lowP likelihood is plotted in the upper panel. Residuals with respect to this model are shown in
the lower panel. The error bars show ±1� uncertainties.

sults to the likelihood methodology by developing several in-
dependent analysis pipelines. Some of these are described in
Planck Collaboration XI (2015). The most highly developed of
these are the CamSpec and revised Plik pipelines. For the
2015 Planck papers, the Plik pipeline was chosen as the base-
line. Column 6 of Table 1 lists the cosmological parameters for
base ⇤CDM determined from the Plik cross-half-mission like-
lihood, together with the lowP likelihood, applied to the 2015
full-mission data. The sky coverage used in this likelihood is
identical to that used for the CamSpec 2015F(CHM) likelihood.
However, the two likelihoods di↵er in the modelling of instru-
mental noise, Galactic dust, treatment of relative calibrations and
multipole limits applied to each spectrum.

As summarized in column 8 of Table 1, the Plik and
CamSpec parameters agree to within 0.2�, except for ns, which
di↵ers by nearly 0.5�. The di↵erence in ns is perhaps not sur-
prising, since this parameter is sensitive to small di↵erences in
the foreground modelling. Di↵erences in ns between Plik and
CamSpec are systematic and persist throughout the grid of ex-
tended ⇤CDM models discussed in Sect. 6. We emphasise that
the CamSpec and Plik likelihoods have been written indepen-
dently, though they are based on the same theoretical framework.
None of the conclusions in this paper (including those based on

the full “TT,TE,EE” likelihoods) would di↵er in any substantive
way had we chosen to use the CamSpec likelihood in place of
Plik. The overall shifts of parameters between the Plik 2015
likelihood and the published 2013 nominal mission parameters
are summarized in column 7 of Table 1. These shifts are within
0.71� except for the parameters ⌧ and Ase�2⌧ which are sen-
sitive to the low multipole polarization likelihood and absolute
calibration.

In summary, the Planck 2013 cosmological parameters were
pulled slightly towards lower H0 and ns by the ` ⇡ 1800 4-K line
systematic in the 217 ⇥ 217 cross-spectrum, but the net e↵ect of
this systematic is relatively small, leading to shifts of 0.5� or
less in cosmological parameters. Changes to the low level data
processing, beams, sky coverage, etc. and likelihood code also
produce shifts of typically 0.5� or less. The combined e↵ect of
these changes is to introduce parameter shifts relative to PCP13
of less than 0.71�, with the exception of ⌧ and Ase�2⌧. The main
scientific conclusions of PCP13 are therefore consistent with the
2015 Planck analysis.

Parameters for the base ⇤CDM cosmology derived from
full-mission DetSet, cross-year, or cross-half-mission spectra are
in extremely good agreement, demonstrating that residual (i.e.
uncorrected) cotemporal systematics are at low levels. This is
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mined from the MCMC analysis of the base ⇤CDM cosmology. In the multipole range 2  `  29, we plot the power spectrum
estimates from the Commander component-separation algorithm computed over 94% of the sky. The best-fit base ⇤CDM theoretical
spectrum fitted to the Planck TT+lowP likelihood is plotted in the upper panel. Residuals with respect to this model are shown in
the lower panel. The error bars show ±1� uncertainties.
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ΩΛ!=!0.68!±!0.02!
Ωm!=!0.31!±!0.02!
Ωb!=!0.0490!±!0.0007!
ΩDM!=!0.26!±!0.02!!

Planck 2015, arXiv :1502.01589

� Possible candidates: WIMPS 
✦ Mass range between ~10 GeV and ~10 TeV 

✦ Can produce correct relic density for 
interaction cross section typical of weak scale 

✦ Predicted by many SM extensions (e.g. 
SUSY)
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Indirect dark matter searches
� Search for SM products of 

annihilation or decay of DM 
particles 

� Allow exploration of the 
unique spectral features of 
DM-processes (e.g. lines, IB 
peaks, kinematical cut-
offs…) 

� For neutral particles 
(neutrino, gamma), 
messengers points back to 
DM sites

Indirect searches needed 
to confirm signals in direct  
or accelerator searches are  
THE dark matter
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The MAGIC Telescopes

� Collaboration of ~160 scientists from Germany, Spain, Italy, Switzerland, 
Finland, Croatia, Bulgaria, Poland, India & Japan 

� 2-telescope system (MAGIC-1 2004, MAGIC-2 2009) 
� 17m diameter reflectors ➜ 50 GeV energy threshold, up to ~10 TeV 
� Angular resolution 0.1°; Energy resolution ~15-25% 
� Pointed observations: ~0.1-0.2° aperture

Observatorio del Roque de los Muchachos, La Palma (Spain)
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DM searches with MAGIC
� MAGIC indirect dark matter searches: 

✦ Galactic Center:                          
• (17 h) ApJ Lett. 638 (2006) L101 

✦ Perseus Galaxy Cluster              
• (25 h)     ApJ 710 (2010) 634 
• (~300 h) In preparation (decay) 

✦ Dwarf Galaxies:    
• Draco (8 h):          ApJ 679 (2008) 428  
• Willman 1 (16 h):  ApJ 697 (2009) 1299 
• Segue 1 (30 h):    JCAP 06 (2011) 035 
• Segue 1 (160 h): JCAP 002 (2014) 008 

✦ Subhalos   
• (~15 h): In preparation
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Figure 13: Upper limits on ⟨σannv⟩ for different final state channels (from top to bottom and left to right):
bb̄, µ+µ−, τ+τ− and W+W−, from the Segue 1 observations with MAGIC (solid lines), compared with the
exclusion curves from Fermi-LAT (long-dashed lines, [25]), H.E.S.S. (dot-dashed line, [47]), VERITAS (dotted
lines, [24]) and MAGIC-I (dashed lines, [19]).

appropriate relic density through the thermal production is achieved, naturally leading to
a cosmological history consistent with thermal leptogenesis and primordial nucleosynthesis
[55].

The currently strongest constraints on τχ from gamma-ray observatories are derived
from the Fermi -LAT diffuse gamma-ray data: the 2-year long measurements at energies
between ∼1 and 400 GeV [56] exclude decaying DM with lifetimes shorter than 1025–1026 s
(depending on the channel) for mχ between 10 GeV and 10 TeV. VERITAS also provides
lower limits to τχ from ∼48 hours of Segue 1 observations [24] (albeit the already mentioned
caveat regarding reliability of those results applies also in this case), excluding values below
1024–1025 s (depending on the channel) for mχ ≃ 1–10 TeV. Contrary to the annihilation
case, the H.E.S.S. observations on the GC Halo are not competitive in the case of decay, as
the expected gamma-ray fluxes are very similar in the signal and background regions. On
the other hand, in [57] Cirelli et al. have shown that ∼15 hours of observations of the Fornax
cluster with H.E.S.S. [58] could lead to the τχ lower limits of the order of ∼(1024–1026) s for
mχ between 1 and 20 TeV.

Figure 14 shows the results of this work, assuming the 2-body decay of scalar DM

– 20 –

Best limits from dwarfs in high mass range!
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Fermi Large Area Telescope

Tracker (TKR) 
• Convert gamma 

rays to e+/e- pairs 
• Use particle tracks 

to reconstruct 
gamma-ray 
direction 

• Si-strip detectors 
with Tungsten 
conversion foils 
(1.5 X0 on-axis)

Calorimeter (CAL) 
• Measure gamma-

ray energy  
• 1536 CsI(Tl) 

crystals (8.6 X0 
on-axis) 

• Use shower 
shape for EM vs 
HAD separation

Anti-Coincidence Detector (ACD) 
• Charged particle rejection 
• Segmented (89 tiles + 8 ribbons)

Large Area 
Telescope (LAT) 
• Launched June 

2008 with Fermi 
Observatory  

• Modular - 4x4 array 
• 3ton – 650watts

γ

e+ e-

Atwood, W. B. et al. 2009, ApJ, 697, 1071
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DM searches with Fermi-LAT

All-sky map of gamma rays from DM 
annihilation  arXiv:0908.0195  
(based on Via Lactea II simulation)

Galactic Center 
Good statistics but 
source confusion/diffuse 
background

Satellites 
Low astrophysical 
background but low statistics  
arXiv: 1310.0828 
arXiv: 1405.1030 
arXiv: 1503.02641 
arXiv: 1503.02632 

Spectral Lines 
No astrophysical uncertainties 
but low sensitivity due to small 
expected BR  
arXiv: 1305.5597 
arXiv: 1406.3430 
arXiv: 1506.00013

Milky Way Halo 
Large statistics but diffuse 
background 
arXiv: 1205.6474 
arXiv: 1503.07169

Extragalactic 
Large statistics but 
astrophysics, galactic 
diffuse background 
arXiv:1501.05464

Galaxy Clusters 
Low background but 
low statistics 
arXiv: 1002.2239
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� In all DM searches, we try to measure the same universal 
parameter, e.g. <!">  through gamma-ray flux: 

� Different observations of different targets differ in the 
astrophysical or J-factor 

� Aim: combine measurements of <!"> from different targets and 
instruments

Analysis

be modeled independently. Therefore, for MAGIC, we consider 8 independent samples, each
consisting on the gamma-ray candidate events plus the corresponding IRFs and residual
background models.

2.2 The Fermi-LAT

The Fermi-LAT is a pair-conversion telescope that is sensitive to gamma rays in the energy
range from 20 MeV to more than 300 GeV [30]. With its large field of view (2.4 sr), the
LAT is able to e�ciently survey the entire sky. Since its launch in August 2008, the LAT
has primarily operated in a survey observation mode that scans the entire sky every 3 hours.
The survey-mode exposure coverage is fairly uniform over the sky with variations of at most
30% with respect to the average exposure. The LAT source sensitivity which is limited
by the intensity of di↵use backgrounds shows larger variations but is relatively constant at
high galactic latitudes (b > 10�). More details on the on-orbit performance of the LAT are
provided in X.

Fermi-LAT data sample corresponds to 6 years of observations of 15 dwarf galaxies
(see Table 1), processed with the latest (Pass 8) data analysis [31]. Events in a 10� ⇥ 10�

square region around the di↵erent targets and in the energy range between 500 MeV and 500
GeV were selected. The data were binned in energy and space and the ROI for each dSph
was fit with a binned Poisson likelihood analysis using the Fermi Science Tools and the
P8R2 SOURCE V6 IRFs. After performing the broadband fit, a set of likelihoods were
extracted for each energy bin by scanning the flux normalization of a putative DM source at
the location of the dSph. Tables with likelihood values versus energy flux for each energy bin
are produced for all considered targets and are publicly available in the online materials of
[31]8. These tables allow the computation of joint-likelihood values for any given gamma-ray
spectrum, and are used as input to our analysis (see section 3.2 for more details).

3 Analysis

3.1 Dark Matter annihilation flux

The gamma-ray (or neutrino) flux produced by dark matter annihilation in a given target
and observed at Earth by an instrument observing a field of view �⌦ is given by:

d�

dE
(�⌦) =

1

4⇡

h�vi J(�⌦)

2m2
DM

dN

dE
(3.1)

where mDM is the mass of the dark matter particle, h�vi the thermally-averaged annihilation
cross section, dN/dE the average gamma-ray spectrum per annihilation reaction (for neutrino
this term includes the oscillation probability between target and Earth), and

J(�⌦) =

Z

�⌦
d⌦

Z

l.o.s.
dl ⇢2(l,⌦) (3.2)

is the so-called astrophysical factor (or simply J-factor), with ⇢ the dark matter density, and
the integrals running over �⌦ and the line of sight (l.o.s.), respectively.

Using PYTHIA simulation package version 8.205 [40], we have computed the average
gamma-ray spectra per annihilation process (dN/dE) for a set of dark matter particles of

8Bin-by-bin likelihoods from the Fermi-LAT analysis are available in machine-readable format at: http:

//www-glast.stanford.edu/pub_data/XXX/.
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Some technical details
� As a first step we have combined MAGIC with Fermi-LAT results, 

using published data: 
✦ MAGIC: Segue 1 stereo, 158 hours [Aleksić et al. JCAP 02 (2014) 008] 

✦ Fermi-LAT: 15 dwarfs, 6 years, pass 8 [Ackerman et al. arXiv:1503.02641] 

� Mass range from 10 GeV to 100 TeV 

� Annihilation channels: bƃ, #+#-, $+$-, W+W- 

� J-factors following Martinez [arXiv:1309.2641] (Fermi-LAT 
approach) 

� Annihilation spectra from 107 simulations of a 2-body decay of 
generic resonance with m=2mDM using PYTHIA 8.205 

� Ultimate goal: merge ALL results from observations from dwarf 
satellite galaxies
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� For each channel and mass, compute the profile likelihood 
ratio: 

where the likelihood is: 

The J-factor is treated as nuisance parameter with 

And, for each target: 

Likelihood Analysis

Name l b Distance log10(Jobs)
[deg] [deg] [kpc] [log10(GeV2cm�5)]

Bootes I 358.1 69.6 66 18.8 ± 0.22
Canes Venatici II 113.6 82.7 160 17.9 ± 0.25
Carina 260.1 22.2 105 18.1 ± 0.23
Coma Berenices 241.9 83.6 44 19.0 ± 0.25
Draco 86.4 34.7 76 18.8 ± 0.16
Fornax 237.1 65.7 147 18.2 ± 0.21
Hercules 28.7 36.9 132 18.1 ± 0.25
Leo II 220.2 67.2 233 17.6 ± 0.18
Leo IV 265.4 56.5 154 17.9 ± 0.28
Sculptor 287.5 83.2 86 18.6 ± 0.18
Segue 1 220.5 50.4 23 19.5 ± 0.29

* 19.3 ± 0.29
Sextans 243.5 42.3 86 18.4 ± 0.27
Ursa Major II 152.5 37.4 32 19.3 ± 0.28
Ursa Minor 105.0 44.8 76 18.8 ± 0.19
Willman 1 158.6 56.8 38 19.1 ± 0.31

Table 1: Dwarf satellite galaxies used in the present analysis and their main properties: Name, Galactic
longitude and latitude, distance to Earth and J-factor (with statistical uncertainty) assuming a NFW profile
and field of view of 0.5� aperture radius, except for Segue 1, where the value for 0.122� aperture radius is also
provided (*).

massess between 10 GeV and 100 TeV annihilating into SM pairs bb̄, WW , ⌧+⌧� and µ+µ�.
For each channel and mass, we average the gamma-ray spectrum resulting from 107 decay
events of a generic resonance with mass 2⇥mDM into the specified pairs. For each simulated
event, we trace all the decay chains, including the muon radiative decay (µ� ! e�⌫̄e⌫µ�, not
active in PYTHIA by default), down to stable particles.

[TO BE REVISED and COMPLETED BY MW] For the computation of the J-factors
we follow the approach by Martinez [37]. The distribution of dark matter in the halos of the
di↵erent dwarf galaxies are parameterized following a Navarro-Frenk-White profile [41]:

⇢(r) =
⇢0r3s

r(rs + r)2
(3.3)

where rs and ⇢0 are the NFW scale radius and characteristic density, respectively, and are
determined from a fit to the the dwarf galaxy stellar density and velocity dispersion profiles.
For this analysis, Fermi-LAT and MAGIC fields of view (�⌦) have aperture radius of 0.5�

and 0.122�, respectively. The properties of the dwarf galaxies used in our analysis, including
the J-factors and their uncertainties, are summarized in Table 1.

3.2 Likelihood analysis

For each considered annihilation channel and dark matter particle mass, we compute the
profile likelihood ratio as a function of h�vi (see, e.g. [44]):

�P (h�vi |D) ⌘ L(h�vi; ˆ̂⌫ |D)

L(hc�vi; ⌫̂ |D)
(3.4)
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with D representing the data samples and ⌫ the nuisance parameters. hc�vi and ⌫̂ are the
values maximizing the joint likelihood function (L), and ˆ̂⌫ the value that maximizes L for a
given value of h�vi. The likelihood function can be written as:

L(h�vi;⌫ |D) =

NtargetY

i=1

Li(h�vi; Ji,µi |Di) · J (Ji | Jobs,i,�i) (3.5)

with the index i running over the di↵erent targets (dwarf satellite galaxies in our case); Ji
being the J-factor for the corresponding target (see Equation 3.2); µi any additional nuisance
parameters; and Di the target-related input data. J is the likelihood for Ji given measured
log10(Jobs,i) and �i [31], i.e.:

J (J | Jobs,�) =
1

ln(10)Jobs
p
2⇡�

⇥ e�
�
log10(J)�log10(Jobs)

�2
/2�2

(3.6)

The likelihood function for a particular target (Li) can in turn be written as the product of
the likelihoods for the di↵erent instruments (represented by the index j), i.e.:

Li(h�vi; Ji,µi |Di) =
NinstrumentY

j=1

Lij(h�vi; Ji,µij |Dij) (3.7)

where µij and Dij represent the nuisance parameters and input data sample for the given
target i and instrument j.

Equations 3.4, 3.5 and 3.7 are generic, i.e. they are valid for any set of instruments and
observed targets. It is also worth noting that the values of Lij ultimately depend on the
flux of dark-matter induced gamma rays, hence on the product h�vi · Ji (see Equation 3.1).
Therefore, in order to compute Li and L (and its profile with respect to Ji) it is enough to
know (in addition to J ) the values of Lij vs h�vi, for fixed values of Ji (e.g. for Jobs,i), since:

Lij(h�vi; Ji,µij |Dij) = Lij
� Ji
Jobs,i

h�vi, Jobs,i,µij |Dij
�

(3.8)

This is a particularly useful property, since it allows reducing significantly the computing
time requested for the profile of L over J , which can be explicitely written as:

L(h�vi; ⌫̂ |D) =

NtargetY

i=1

maxJi{Li(h�vi; Ji, µ̂ |Di) · J (Ji | Jobs,i,�i)} (3.9)

where the values of Li vs. Ji can be computed using Equations 3.7 and 3.8. In addition, this
allows merging the results from di↵erent instruments and targets starting from tabulated
values of Lij vs. h�vi for a fixed value of Ji and profiled with respect to µij . These values
can be produced and shared by the di↵erent experiments without the need of releasing or
sharing any of the internal information used to produced them.

In our case, the likelihood for a given target i observed by the Fermi-LAT (j ⌘ F ) is
computed as:

LiF (h�vi; Ji, µ̂iF |DiF ) =

NE�binsY

k=1

LiFk

�
E�k(h�vi, Ji)

�
(3.10)
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The likelihood function for a particular target (Li) can in turn be written as the product of
the likelihoods for the di↵erent instruments (represented by the index j), i.e.:
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where µij and Dij represent the nuisance parameters and input data sample for the given
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Equations 3.4, 3.5 and 3.7 are generic, i.e. they are valid for any set of instruments and
observed targets. It is also worth noting that the values of Lij ultimately depend on the
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Therefore, in order to compute Li and L (and its profile with respect to Ji) it is enough to
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This is a particularly useful property, since it allows reducing significantly the computing
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Fermi-LAT likelihood
� For each dwarf, the contribution of Fermi-LAT measurements to 

the total likelihood is given by: 

with 

the values the likelihood vs.         are tabulated and released 
publicly by Fermi-LAT (e.g. http://www-glast.stanford.edu/
pub_data/713/)
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with k running over energy bins, and

E�k(h�vi, Ji) =
Z Emax,k

Emin,k

dE E
d�

dE
(h�vi, Ji) (3.11)

The values of LiFk vs. E� are tabulated and released by the Fermi-LAT Collaboration [29,
31].

For the case of MAGIC (j ⌘ M), the likelihood corresponding to a given target i can
be written as:

LiM (h�vi; Ji,µiM |DiM ) =

NsamplesY

k=1

LiMk(h�vi; Ji,µiMk |DiMk) (3.12)

with the index k running over di↵erent data samples (each described by a di↵erent IRF, see
Section 2.1). The likelihood for a given sample follows the method described in Refs. [35]
and [28] and can be written as (target, experiment and samples indices are omitted for the
sake of clarity):

L(h�vi; J,µ |D) = L
�
g(h�vi, J, ); b, ⌧ | {E0

l}l=1,...,NON
, {E0

m}m=1,...,NOFF

�
(3.13)

=
(g + b/⌧)NON

NON!
e�(g+b/⌧) bNOFF

NOFF!
e�b

NONY

l=1

f(E0
l | g; b, ⌧)

NOFFY

m=1

h(E0
m | b)

where g is the total number of expected gamma rays with reconstructed energy E0 in the
telescope range [E0

min, E
0
max], i.e.:

g(h�vi, J) =
Z E0

max

E0
min

dE0
Z 1

0
dE

d�

dE
(h�vi, J)A(E)G(E;E0) (3.14)

⌧ and b (nuisance parameters) are the ratio of exposures between the OFF (background
control) and ON (signal) regions and the number of background events measured in the OFF
region, respectively. h and f are the PDFs for OFF and ON events, respectively, to be
measured with reconstructed energy E0. h is measured by the telescopes simultaneously to
the target observation, and f can be written as:

f(E0 | g; b, ⌧) =
1
⌧ h(E

0) + g
bp(E

0)
1
⌧ + g

b

(3.15)

with

p(E0) =

R1
0 dE d�

dE (h�vi, J)A(E)G(E;E0)

g
(3.16)

A(E) is the telescope e↵ective area and G(E;E0) the PDF for the energy estimator (E0) for
a given true energy (E). Note that p does not depend on J or h�vi.

4 Results

We compute one-sided, 95% confidence level upper limits to h�vi by numerically solving the
equation �2 ln�P (h�vi |D) = 2.71, with h�vi restricted to the physical (�0) region. This
prescription is the one used by Fermi-LAT in Refs. [29, 31], and di↵ers slightly from the
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� For MAGIC we have different Segue 1 samples: 

each sample contribution to the likelihood is given by
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Results
� 1-sided 95% CL upper limits to <!"> computed by solving: 

� Only positive <!"> are considered (Fermi-LAT prescription)
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Figure 1: Profile log-likelihood ratio (�2 ln(�P )) vs. thermally-averaged cross section (h�vi) for 1 TeV dark
matter particles annihilating into bb̄ pairs in Segue 1 dwarf satellite galaxy. Dotted, dashed and solid lines
represent the values for MAGIC, Fermi-LAT, and the combination of both, respectively. Thick-black and
thin-blue lines represent the values for J-factor considered as a nuisance or fixed parameter, respectively. The
horizontal dashed-red line shows the level determining, for each case, the one-sided 95% confidence level upper
limits.

one used by MAGIC in Ref. [28]. This has consequences on the comparison of the results
presented here with previous MAGIC results, which will be discussed below.

Figure 1 illustrates how the combination of experiments improves the sensitivity to dark
matter searches, and how the J-factor statistical uncertainties worsens it. The figure shows
�P vs. h�vi for the search for mDM = 1TeV dark matter particles annihilating into bb̄ pairs in
Segue 1. MAGIC and Fermi-LAT individual curves are shown, as well as their combination.
The e↵ect of the statistical uncertainty on the J-factor is also illustrated by showing curves
where J is treated as nuisance and fixed parameters, respectively. En each case, the 95%
confidence level upper limits are obtained from the crossing point between the corresponding
curve and the �2 ln(�P ) = 2.71 line. In this case, MAGIC and Fermi-LAT individual limits
are h�viUL = 1.3⇥10�24 cm3 s�1 and 6.8⇥10�25 cm3 s�1, respectively, whereas the combined
analysis yields h�viUL = 4.5 ⇥ 10�25 cm3 s�1. Considering no uncertainties in J produces
the combined limit h�viUL = 3.3⇥ 10�25 cm3 s�1.

Figure 2 and 3 show our main results: the 95% confidence level limits to h�vi for dark
matter particles with masses between 10 GeV to 100 TeV annihilating into SM pairs bb̄,
W+W�, ⌧+⌧� and µ+µ�, as obtained from the combination of Fermi-LAT and MAGIC
observations of 15 dwarf satellite galaxies and Segue 1 alone, respectively. The 1- and 2-�
bands are computed from the distribution of the upper limits obtained from applying our
analysis to 300 samples consisting of Fermi-LAT observations of empty fields of view combined
with MAGIC fast simulations generated from background PDFs, assuming similar exposures
as for the real data, and J-factors randomly selected according to the PDF in Equation 3.6.

We find no positive signal of dark matter in our data sample. The maximum positive
deviation from the null (h�vi) hypothesis is of about 0.3�, found for mDM ' 10 GeV in the bb̄
and ⌧+⌧� annihilation channels, and for mDM ' 3 TeV in the µ+µ� and ⌧+⌧� annihilation

– 7 –

� 1- and 2-! bands are 
computed from 300 fast-
simulated MAGIC samples 
+ 300 Fermi empty FoVs                                            
J-factors also randomized
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Dark matter global limits
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Discussion/Conclusions
� First time a coherent analysis for DM mass from 10 GeV to 100 TeV 

� No DM signal found  

� Best limits in the explored region from dwarfs 

� Low- (High-)mass range dominated by Fermi (MAGIC) 

� In the range of similar sensitivity, improvement of limits by a factor 
up to ~2 wrt single instrument 

� The method is completely generic and can easily incorporate 
measurements from  other instruments sensitive to similar mass 
range (VERITAS, HESS, HAWC, maybe also neutrino telescopes 
like IceCube, Antares,…) 

� We hereby invite colleagues from these collaborations to this 
cooperative effort
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Astrophysics and particle physics
� J-factors for 15 dwarf 

galaxies following 
Martinez [arXiv:
1309.2641] (Fermi-
LAT approach) 

� Annihilation spectra 
from 107 simulations 
of a 2-body decay of 
generic resonance 
with m=2mDM using 
PYTHIA 8.205

Name l b Distance log10(Jobs)
[deg] [deg] [kpc] [log10(GeV2cm�5)]

Bootes I 358.1 69.6 66 18.8 ± 0.22
Canes Venatici II 113.6 82.7 160 17.9 ± 0.25
Carina 260.1 22.2 105 18.1 ± 0.23
Coma Berenices 241.9 83.6 44 19.0 ± 0.25
Draco 86.4 34.7 76 18.8 ± 0.16
Fornax 237.1 65.7 147 18.2 ± 0.21
Hercules 28.7 36.9 132 18.1 ± 0.25
Leo II 220.2 67.2 233 17.6 ± 0.18
Leo IV 265.4 56.5 154 17.9 ± 0.28
Sculptor 287.5 83.2 86 18.6 ± 0.18
Segue 1 220.5 50.4 23 19.5 ± 0.29

* 19.3 ± 0.29
Sextans 243.5 42.3 86 18.4 ± 0.27
Ursa Major II 152.5 37.4 32 19.3 ± 0.28
Ursa Minor 105.0 44.8 76 18.8 ± 0.19
Willman 1 158.6 56.8 38 19.1 ± 0.31

Table 1: Dwarf satellite galaxies used in the present analysis and their main properties: Name, Galactic
longitude and latitude, distance to Earth and J-factor (with statistical uncertainty) assuming a NFW profile
and field of view of 0.5� aperture radius, except for Segue 1, where the value for 0.122� aperture radius is also
provided (*).

massess between 10 GeV and 100 TeV annihilating into SM pairs bb̄, WW , ⌧+⌧� and µ+µ�.
For each channel and mass, we average the gamma-ray spectrum resulting from 107 decay
events of a generic resonance with mass 2⇥mDM into the specified pairs. For each simulated
event, we trace all the decay chains, including the muon radiative decay (µ� ! e�⌫̄e⌫µ�, not
active in PYTHIA by default), down to stable particles.

[TO BE REVISED and COMPLETED BY MW] For the computation of the J-factors
we follow the approach by Martinez [37]. The distribution of dark matter in the halos of the
di↵erent dwarf galaxies are parameterized following a Navarro-Frenk-White profile [41]:

⇢(r) =
⇢0r3s

r(rs + r)2
(3.3)

where rs and ⇢0 are the NFW scale radius and characteristic density, respectively, and are
determined from a fit to the the dwarf galaxy stellar density and velocity dispersion profiles.
For this analysis, Fermi-LAT and MAGIC fields of view (�⌦) have aperture radius of 0.5�

and 0.122�, respectively. The properties of the dwarf galaxies used in our analysis, including
the J-factors and their uncertainties, are summarized in Table 1.

3.2 Likelihood analysis

For each considered annihilation channel and dark matter particle mass, we compute the
profile likelihood ratio as a function of h�vi (see, e.g. [44]):

�P (h�vi |D) ⌘ L(h�vi; ˆ̂⌫ |D)

L(hc�vi; ⌫̂ |D)
(3.4)

– 4 –
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MAGIC likelihood
� For MAGIC we have different Segue 1 samples: 

� each sample contribution to the likelihood is given by 

� with:

with k running over energy bins, and

E�k(h�vi, Ji) =
Z Emax,k

Emin,k

dE E
d�

dE
(h�vi, Ji) (3.11)

The values of LiFk vs. E� are tabulated and released by the Fermi-LAT Collaboration [29,
31].

For the case of MAGIC (j ⌘ M), the likelihood corresponding to a given target i can
be written as:

LiM (h�vi; Ji,µiM |DiM ) =

NsamplesY

k=1

LiMk(h�vi; Ji,µiMk |DiMk) (3.12)

with the index k running over di↵erent data samples (each described by a di↵erent IRF, see
Section 2.1). The likelihood for a given sample follows the method described in Refs. [35]
and [28] and can be written as (target, experiment and samples indices are omitted for the
sake of clarity):

L(h�vi; J,µ |D) = L
�
g(h�vi, J, ); b, ⌧ | {E0

l}l=1,...,NON
, {E0

m}m=1,...,NOFF

�
(3.13)

=
(g + b/⌧)NON

NON!
e�(g+b/⌧) bNOFF

NOFF!
e�b

NONY

l=1

f(E0
l | g; b, ⌧)

NOFFY

m=1

h(E0
m | b)

where g is the total number of expected gamma rays with reconstructed energy E0 in the
telescope range [E0

min, E
0
max], i.e.:

g(h�vi, J) =
Z E0

max

E0
min

dE0
Z 1

0
dE

d�

dE
(h�vi, J)A(E)G(E;E0) (3.14)

⌧ and b (nuisance parameters) are the ratio of exposures between the OFF (background
control) and ON (signal) regions and the number of background events measured in the OFF
region, respectively. h and f are the PDFs for OFF and ON events, respectively, to be
measured with reconstructed energy E0. h is measured by the telescopes simultaneously to
the target observation, and f can be written as:

f(E0 | g; b, ⌧) =
1
⌧ h(E

0) + g
bp(E

0)
1
⌧ + g

b

(3.15)

with

p(E0) =

R1
0 dE d�

dE (h�vi, J)A(E)G(E;E0)

g
(3.16)

A(E) is the telescope e↵ective area and G(E;E0) the PDF for the energy estimator (E0) for
a given true energy (E). Note that p does not depend on J or h�vi.

4 Results

We compute one-sided, 95% confidence level upper limits to h�vi by numerically solving the
equation �2 ln�P (h�vi |D) = 2.71, with h�vi restricted to the physical (�0) region. This
prescription is the one used by Fermi-LAT in Refs. [29, 31], and di↵ers slightly from the
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MAGIC Performance

� Electronics and MAGIC-1 camera upgrade during 2011 - 2012 
� Best sensitivity: 0.6% Crab Nebula in 50 hrs at E~400 GeV 
� Improved angular and energy resolutions 
� Now in a period of steady observations ruled by Key Observation Program
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Figure 16: Two dimensional distribution of the excess events above 220 GeV
from the Crab Nebula (color scale). The significance contours (light gray lines)
overlaid on the plot start with 5σ for the most outer line with a step of 13σ
between neighboring lines. The distribution can be analytically fit by a 2D-
Gaussian with RMS parameters in the two orthogonal directions reported by
the red ellipse and the two arrows.

distribution. The second condition protects against small sys-
tematic discrepancies between the ON and OFF distributions,
which may mimic a statistically significant signal if the resid-
ual background rate is large.
The integral sensitivity of the different phases of the MAGIC

experiment for a source with a Crab Nebula-like spectrum are
shown in Fig. 17. The sensitivity values both in Crab Neb-
ula Units (C.U.) and in absolute units (following Eq. 1) are
summarized in Table A.5 for low zenith and in Table A.6 for
medium zenith angles. We used here the Nexcess/

!

Nbkg = 5
definition, recomputing the original MAGIC-I mono sensitiv-
ities to include also the Nexcess > 10 and Nexcess > 0.05Nbkg
conditions 1.
In order to find the optimal cut values in Hadronness and θ2

in an unbiased way, we used an independent training sample
of Crab Nebula data. The size of the training sample is similar
to the size of the test sample from which the final sensitivity
is computed. Different energy thresholds are achieved by vary-
ing a cut in the total number of photoelectrons of the images
(for points < 300GeV) or in the estimated energy of the events
(above 300GeV). For each energy threshold we perform a scan
of cuts on the training subsample, and apply the best cuts (i.e.
those providing the best sensitivity on the training subsample
according to Nexcess/

!

Nbkg definition) to the main sample ob-
taining the sensitivity value. The threshold itself is estimated as

1Note that one of the main disadvantages of the mono observations was
the very poor signal-to-background ratio at low energies, leading to dramatic
worsening of the sensitivity. Using optimized cuts one can recover some of the
sensitivity lost at the lowest energies for mono observations.
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Figure 17: Evolution of integral sensitivity of the MAGIC telescopes, i.e. the
integrated flux of a source above a given energy for which Nexcess/

!

Nbkg = 5
after 50 h of effective observation time, requiring Nexcess > 10 and Nexcess >
0.05Nbkg. Gray circles: sensitivity of the MAGIC-I single telescope with the
Siegen (light gray, long dashed, Albert et al. (2008b)) and MUX readouts (dark
gray, short dashed, Aleksić et al. (2012a)). Black triangles: stereo before the
upgrade (Aleksić et al., 2012a). Squares: stereo after the upgrade: zenith angle
below 30◦ (red, filled), 30 − 45◦ (blue, empty) For better visibility the data
points are joined with broken lines.

the peak of true energy distribution of MC events with a −2.6
spectral slope to which the same cuts were applied.
The integral sensitivity evaluated above is valid only for

sources with a Crab Nebula-like spectrum. To assess the perfor-
mance of the MAGIC telescopes for sources with an arbitrary
spectral shape, we compute the differential sensitivity. Follow-
ing the commonly used definition, we calculate the sensitivity
in narrow bins of energy (5 bins per decade). The differen-
tial sensitivity is plotted for low and medium zenith angles in
Fig. 18, and the values are summarized in Table A.7 and A.8
respectively.
The upgrade of the MAGIC-I camera and readout of the

MAGIC telescopes has lead to a significant improvement in
sensitivity in the whole investigated energy range. The integral
sensitivity reaches down to about 0.55% of C.U. around a few
hundred GeV in 50h of observations. The improvement in the
performance is especially evident at the lowest energies. In par-
ticular, in the energy bin 60-100 GeV, the differential sensitivity
decreased from 10.5% C.U. to 6.7% C.U. reducing the needed
observation time by a factor of 2.5. Observations at medium
zenith angle have naturally higher energy threshold. Therefore
the performance at the lowest energies is marred. Some of the
sources, those with declination > 58◦, or < −2◦ can only be
observed by MAGIC at medium or high zenith angles. Sources
with declination between −2◦ and 58◦, can be observed either
at low zenith angles, or at medium zenith angle with a boost in
sensitivity at TeV energies at the cost of a higher energy thresh-
old.
The sensitivity of IACTs clearly depends on the observa-

tion time which can be spent observing a given source. In
particular for transient sources, such as gamma-ray bursts or
flares from Active Galactic Nuclei, it is not feasible to col-
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